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She´s the Pioneer 

by Effe Minelli



„Pioneer species are hardy species which are the first to 
colonize previously disrupted or damaged ecosystems, 

beginning a chain of ecological succession that ultimately 
leads to a more biodiverse steady-state ecosystem.“

Napoli, 25.02.2020

Today Vesuvius shines in green, opaque magenta and 
yellow, beyond the white carnation still growing, is a petri-
fied river of lava, the red-black is now mixing with the silver, 
a colony of lichens covering allover the stones; in silence 
these creatures are digging their roots deep into the core of 
lava, slowly shredding the rock, preparing the soil for other 
species to come. When all the desert will be fertile again, 
lichens will disappear and no one will remember how life 
looked like at the beginning of everything. 

A shining coral growing outside the sea, making her life 
possible at the end of the world, where no other people 
can’t survive, this is Betty Bee living on the edge. 
 
Much has been said about Betty, vilified and misunder-
stood, her way of living is often used to shroud her in bad 
reputation. In all this hater´s fog we must be bold and not 
let her brilliant work be tarnished by that. 
Betty´s passion for life is teaching us how to include di-
versity and how to get rid of unnecessary fears for social 



boundaries. She stands on her way out of the Ivory Tower, 
unhappy with the ongoing discrimination between knowl-
edge vs knowing how to live. 

Betty Bee is a genius sanza lettere...

as an artist of the new generation, formed at the European 
academia, I’m often asking myself, when can we really 
speak about the emergency of doing art? In a time where 
people are able to express themselves and like to share 
their personal thoughts, we need to rethink who is entitle 
to say what and what kind of information we are about to 
approach. In this congestion of thoughts we must really 
decide what is relevant and what actually can help us find 
the way out of the ego-western-centric realm.   

Time has changed its course very fast, Betty Bee had to 
deal with forms of spectacle such as „Fiorello´s karaoke“  
and the rising of Berlusconi´s empire in the 90´. Betty had 
the chance to use her own private story in a time where in 
Italy everyone was completely burned out by the Television-
autocracy. She moved from a very poor milieu, into the 
intellectual salons, using her transversal approach to shake 
the well-thinking cultural elites. 
She only had one possible way to survive, to dig into art 
in order to process the traumas form the past. Her father, 
her harassment, her sickness. But for Betty nothing of this 
was taken as self-referential, she understood very soon 
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the possibility of sharing as a chance to connect and bring 
people together, always pushing the limit between private 
and public. 

I was walking with Betty the other day, in Rione Saintà, 
when she said to me: „as a kid I was the boss of those 
streets“. She took me into a building near Piazza dei Ver-
gini and once in the courtyard she started to look at a green 
metal fence on a window of a ground floor apartment, she 
said: „my father had this fence installed so I could not run 
away from home“. She kept looking at the floor in front of 
the apartment´s door: „here is where my mother died, I was 
eleven, looking everywere for help and for oxygen“. 
Much of that scenario was for me a mystery but I could not 
stop listening to her, Betty: „I ran away from home, I was 
crying and I saw two young girls together with their mother 
looking at me from above a balcony across the street“. 
Betty pulled her arm skin: „who said this is my skin? maybe 
this in not me! I am this kid on the balcony overlooking at a 
girl crying down the street“.
Everything made sense! I had finally found Betty´s emer-
gency to escape her own body and to begun the long 
journey across the theater of her emotions.  

Betty has the capability to look over and beyond herself, to 
overcome her ego, to find connection and raise her voice 
to protect her community. To rethink life as multitudes of 
events in which she alone can set orders. After all this 



years, she still owns her story, the told and the untold, the 
true and untrue. She is the only person who can give the 
final signature to her life.   

If it is true that Art has rescued Betty Bee, then I am really 
sure that Betty Bee also rescued Art and with that, all of us 
who are wondering about the real meaning of this word.

Me and Betty have both been invited to be part of the group 
show „Parabasi“, curated by Francesca Lacatena, which 
opened few weeks ago at Galleria Tiziana di Caro. 
When I first met her, few days before the opening, 
Betty came to me smiling, she told me: „Uè Ricchiò!“. In 
neapolitan dialect it means faggot. I couldn’t help myself, 
with a big smile on my face, I got into my most Divine pose 
and very gently I replied: „yes darling!“  

Since then we ended up laughing together almost every 
day, walking around the streets of Napoli, going to the hair-
dresser. Bumping Into some private party or shady clubs. 
With Betty you never know how things will end up but not 
knowing is worth doing it, anyway!  
 
PS
Betty Bee: „what would you really like in your life to be ac-
complished.
Effe Minelli; I love your role as the fairy godmother. If you 
ask me so, I might think you got the power to make my 
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wishes come true. My wishes are thousand if not even 
hundred thousand. Obviously money, power and glory as 
Lana del Rey says, could always be a point, but for the mo-
ment I am simply happy with what I have accomplished so 
far: my friends! The friends I trust, people who’s intellect I 
value very much. The new friends who can always help me 
to grow and be better. Confrontation, dialogue and wonder 
and who knows, one day this might lead me to the love 
realm again. This is maybe the only thing I’m missing at the 
moment. To not have an intimate stable relationship. But I 
don’t feel sorry, I know things will come when I will be again 
ready to commit for that. For this time I can only be happy 
to be in the company of my fairy godmother.

1 “il karaoke di Fiorello”, was a television show on air on chanel Italia 1. The pilot episode went on air the 28 september 1992, the  
trasmission ended on 1th july 1995.


